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The  experimental  results  were  compared  with  a  simplified  model  of  droplet  evaporation. This  model
considers that the heat and mass transfers inside the droplets results from pure diffusion and advection by the
internal motions due to the friction between the liquid droplet surface and the external air flow. The evolution of
the liquid composition is described by the discrete components approach presented by Tong and Sirignano [12],
which consists in following each chemical species individually. Denoting  	 	  	 , the equation for mass and
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is the heat transfer Spalding number.  BT
and BM,i are linked by the following equation : 









( 	  and  " " " &   , 	  is the Lewis number. The composition of the vapor near the
droplet surface is assumed to be in equilibrium with the liquid mixture. In addition the liquid and vapor mixtures
are considered to be ideal so that the Raoult law can be applied:   
   &       ( ! ( ! 0	
where x denotes the molar fraction. Pa=1atm is the ambient pressure in the channel, Ts is the droplet surface
temperature and Psat is the saturating vapour pressure.
To solve equation the droplet is divided into 100 regular segments along the radial coordinate and a Crank-
Nicholson scheme is used. At each time step, the droplet radius is updated to account for the loss of mass and the
swelling. Downstream distance from the injector is converted into time with the help of the space evolution of
the droplet velocity measured using the PDA technique. Figure 3 shows the evolution of the droplet average
axial velocity for different size classes. As expected, the smallest droplets have a relative velocity almost equal
to 0. These droplets follow the free stream. +27 6	2= 	(2
2  $ ! 6  2 (3   (3( 6 2   272$	 7;;!7$( 6
	 = The axial velocity is also used to calculate the Reynolds number in equations  and .
	  " "; $ $ , )	 
The effect of turbulence on evaporation at any scale is not taken into account in the simulations, which are
also reduced to a single dimension domain. In particular, the influence of the channel wall is ignored. In figure 4,
it is also apparent that the mean liquid concentration is not uniform in a section of the channel near the injection
but it tends to become uniform rapidly after.
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where  I 1C *! ,	 is the size pdf at z/H=0.6. N decreases with z due to the disappearance of the droplets that
have evaporated completely before reaching z. N is evaluated for any distance z as followed:  
     

I 1CI 1C  *
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where Yl,3-p(D) and +l(D) corresponds to the results of the simulation obtained for a droplet of size D at the
distance z.
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